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Abstract
Cooperatively  controlled  robotic  assistants  can be  used
in  surgery  for  the  repetitive  execution  of  targeting/
reaching  tasks,  which  require  smooth  motions  and
accurate  placement  of  a  tool  inside  a  working  area.  A
variable  damping  controller,  based  on  a  priori  knowl‐
edge of the location of the surgical  site,  is  proposed to
enhance  the  physical  human-robot  interaction  experi‐
ence.  The  performance  of  this  and  of  typical  constant
damping  controllers  is  comparatively  assessed  using  a
redundant  light-weight  robot.  Results  show  that  it
combines the positive features of both null (acceleration
capabilities > 0.8m/s2) and optimal (mean pointing error
<  1.5mm)  constant  damping  controllers,  coupled  with
smooth  and  intuitive  convergence  to  the  target  (direc‐
tion  changes  reduced  by  30%),  which  ensures  that
assisted  tool  trajectories  feel  natural  to  the  user.  An
application scenario is proposed for brain cortex stimula‐
tion procedures, where the surgeon’s intentions of motion
are explicitly defined intra-operatively through an image-
guided navigational system.
Keywords variable impedance controllers, surgical
robotics, cooperative controller, hands-on controller,
targeting task
1. Introduction
Robotic technology can be used to supplement, augment
and improve human performance during the execution of
tasks [1-4]. In particular, a robotic device can cooperate
with humans [5] during the repetitive execution of target‐
ing and/or reaching tasks, which require one to smoothly
move a tool inside a working area and to keep it in an
arbitrary, stable position with high accuracy. Transparen‐
cy, which quantifies the ability of a robot to follow human
movements without any human-perceptible resistive
forces, is one of the major issues in the field of human robot
interaction for assistance in manipulation tasks [6]. Con‐
trarily, the ability of approaching the target with high
accuracy and then keeping the tool in a stable position
depends on the robot's ability to apply resistance against
environmental disturbances. Nowadays, cooperatively
controlled (hands-on) robotic systems are used in robotic
surgery, e.g., the RIO system (Mako Surgical, now owned
by Stryker Corp.) [7] and ROBODOC® (Curexo Technolo‐
gy)[8] for orthopaedic surgery, the ROSATM system
(MedTech, Montpellier, France) for neurosurgery [9,10]
and needle insertion devices [11]. In this context, common‐
ly performed human gestures can be described as targeting
or reaching tasks.
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The aim of this work is to present a variable impedance
controller for enhancing human-robot interaction during
cooperative surgical targeting tasks, which needs to
provide intuitive guidance and varying levels of positional
accuracy in the operating field, such as during brain cortex
stimulation in open-skull neurosurgery. Currently per‐
formed free-hand in different phases of surgical interven‐
tion, this procedure encompasses simple gesture execution,
i.e., target reaching, which must be repetitively performed
throughout the procedure. An example of a simplified
workflow for a standard open-skull tumour resection
procedure is reported in Figure 1. Direct electrical stimula‐
tion is performed on the cortex surface following the
craniotomy to determine the best access pathway and then
on subcortical areas during the tissue’s resection to identify
the margins of the lesion to be removed. According to the
practical guide for intraoperative electrical stimulation
[12], the stimulation should be performed every 5mm2 over
the entire exposed cortical area (at least three times not
successively for each site). It is hypothesized that surgeon
fatigue can be reduced by the introduction of a robotic
assistant, which will allow, among others, the recording of
the target position in order to stimulate the same point
repeatedly and with high accuracy. In order to respect these
clinical accuracy requirements, while increasing the
transparency of the system, the surgical robotic assistant
should be able to automatically adapt its dynamics in order
to enhance the physical human-robot interaction during
the assisted cooperative guidance task.
Figure 1. Block diagram of a simplified workflow for a standard open-skull
neurosurgical procedure for tumour removal. The stimulation procedures
(grey blocks), currently performed free-hand, are in this instance proposed
to be performed with the assistance of a cooperative robotic device.
This paper is organized as follows: related work is sum‐
marized in Section 2. A variable damping controller, which
aims to achieve this type of adaptable guidance control, is
described in Section 3, together with details of experimental
tests aimed at measuring its effectiveness. Results are
presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5.
2. Related work
Selective and adaptive impedance control is a skilful and
energy-efficient strategy humans use when learning how
to interact with unstable physical environments [13].
During the past few years, adaptation criteria that mimic
the human arm’s behaviour have been implemented into
impedance control strategies for autonomous or tele-
operated robotic systems. Human-like learning controllers,
derived from the minimization of instability, motion error
and effort, have been developed for tasks involving
interactions with unknown environments [14-17]. The
question of how to adjust the compliance of the manipula‐
tor during a cooperative task has been addressed in the
field of robot-learning via demonstration [18], where the
human operator teaches compliance variation by physical‐
ly interacting with the robot during the execution of a
specific task.
Different variable impedance controllers for human-robot
cooperation have been presented for surgical [8], industrial
[19-21] and assistive robotics [22-26] applications. The
damping factor of the impedance controller was changed
with respect to a threshold, based on the speed of manip‐
ulation by direct switching [19], by time dependent
functions [20] or by linear variation [21]. Conversely, robot
impedance has been changed in response to the force
applied by the user at the guidance contact point [8,22,23].
More intuitive and stable human-robot cooperation was
accomplished when the impedance of the manipulator was
modulated with respect to an estimate of the unknown
human arm stiffness in [24] and/or of the human intention
of motion [25]. Finally, in [26], the impedance of a meal-
assistance robot was changed with respect to the end-
effector position, considering a pre-defined potential field
of the obstacles in the workspace around which the velocity
of the robot must be restricted.
It was also shown that the reactive model of a manipulator
can be approximated to a second order dynamic system,
where the effect of the stiffness parameter is negligible [27],
thus allowing a robotic arm to be controlled as a (simpler)
damping system. A low damping coefficient allows for fast
system reactions to any applied forces, while a high
damping parameter is useful for preventing overshoot,
reducing the virtual inertia of the system in situations
where the human intention is aimed at decelerating and
stopping at a particular point in the robot workspace [24].
In the current study, an autonomous adaptation control
criterion is presented for enhancing the performance of a
surgical hands-on robotic assistant in terms of ease of use
and  intuitive  guidance  during  targeting  tasks.  The
variable impedance approach, based on the end-effector
position,  is  appropriate for the aforementioned surgical
scenario, due to the varying accuracy and safety require‐
ments  in  the  operating  theatre,  which  depend  on  the
position of the patient and therefore also the surgical area
of  interest.  Additionally,  the  impedance  would  not
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depend on the characteristics and weight of the surgical
tool, as would be the case in [22-25]. Differently from [26],
where  a  computational  demanding  potential  field  is
computed  to  describe  an  environment  assumed  to  be
static,  in  this  work,  a  space  variable  (SV)  damping
criterion  is  presented  in  order  to  build  an  intra-opera‐
tive  “accuracy  map”,  based  on  the  knowledge  of  the
surgeon’s  intention  of  motion  (i.e.,  the  position  of  the
surgical  target  at  the end of  the reaching gesture).  The
performance  of  the  SV  controller  is  comparatively
assessed  with  respect  to  two  well-known  impedance
controllers with fixed dynamic parameters, identified as
the most transparent and the optimal constant damping
controllers. The experimental evaluation was carried out
with a flexible joint redundant robot during predefined
reaching  tasks  towards  registered  targets  on  a  calibra‐
tion  board.  Moreover,  the  applicability  of  the  SV  ap‐
proach in a surgical scenario for brain cortex stimulation
procedures, in which the surgical targets are not known
a priori, is extensively discussed in Section 5.
Figure 2. Scheme of the Space Variable damping controller and of the human-robot contact model. The hierarchical task prioritization approach combines the
commands computed with the Cartesian impedance controller (null robotic stiffness KC) with the postural damping commands γJ  in the joint space. The
Space Variable criterion varies the Cartesian damping parameter DC  depending on the actual position of the control point x and on the known position of
the target xT . The actual Cartesian velocities (x˙, α˙) are computed from the actual joint velocities (q˙) with the geometrical Jacobian JC . The gravitational and
Coriolis-centrifugal terms of the feed-forward robot’s dynamic compensation are not reported.
3. Methods
3.1 Impedance controlled robot model
During hands-on targeting execution, the robotic assistant
must responsively react to the forces and torques applied
by the operator when the tool is far away from the target,
while increasing the resistance to the guidance motion
during the final approach, thus improving the accuracy
with which a target is intersected. An impedance controller
in the task space [28] computes the desired Cartesian forces/
torques fC = f, τ  based on the predefined dynamic behav‐
iour of the robot:
( ) ( )= - + -& &P d P df K x x D x x (1)
( ) ( )= - + -& &R d R dτ K α α D α α (2)
where KC = KP ,KR  and DC = DP ,DR  are the Cartesian
stiffness and damping parameters of the arm, respectively,
(prismatic (P) and rotational (R) components), x and xd  are
the current and desired position of the control point and α
and αd  are the current and desired orientation angles of the
robot end effector. The dynamic of the robot is compensat‐
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ed with a feed-forward model-based torque controller, i.e.,
gravity and Coriolis-centrifugal terms.
In order to generalize the approach to redundant manipu‐
lators, the dynamic recursive null-space formulation [29] is
used to combine Cartesian impedance behaviour with a
damped posture strategy, in which the torque commands
are computed as:
= - &J Jγ D q (3)
where q˙ is the actual joint velocity and DJ  is the joint
damping parameter. Thus, the combined torque com‐
mands are computed with the recursive null-space formu‐
lation as follows:
= +T TC C C Jγ J f N γ (4)
where JC  is the Jacobian of the linear and angular Cartesian
velocities at the control point and NC = I−A−1JCT (JCA−1JCT )−1JC
is the dynamically consistent null-space of JC  computed
with the mass matrix A of the robot.
3.2 Interaction model
One of the theories about movement control is that the
central nervous system guides joint movements through an
equilibrium-point control [30], where the virtual point is
determined by the muscle force used to maintain a limb
position. Thus, a mass-spring-damper system can be used
to model the dynamics of the user's hand on a single-point
of contact during the interaction [31]. Supposing that the
hand maintains contact with the manipulator at all times,
the robot and the hand are at the same position (x) and
orientation (α).The coupled interaction model between the
manipulator and the human hand, the dynamics of which
are represented by the stiffness (KH = KP ,H , KR ,H ) and
damping (DH = DP ,H , DR ,H ) matrices, is shown in Figure
2. The mass terms can be neglected (as in [32]) when a
reasonable task bandwidth of 5Hz is considered in the
damped case and the actual stiffness of the coupled system
is given by the parallel equivalent of the two individual
systems [33]. If the virtual stiffness of the manipulator is set
to zero (KC =0, not to become an additional load sensed
during the cooperation [19]), the coupled interaction model
can be approximated to:
( ) ( ) ( )( )= × - - + &, ,ext P H d PP Ht tf K x x D D x (5)
( ) ( ) ( )( )= × - - + &, ,ext R H d RR Ht tτ K α α D D α (6)
where the stiffness KH  and damping DH  parameters of the
hand are unknown and time-varying. The estimation of the
human arm’s dynamics is not strictly required, because the
damping characteristics of the hand is assumed to be
implicitly adapted by the user to ensure passivity of the
coupled system, which only depends on the applied human
stiffness [33]. The manipulator’s damping characteristic
determines the degree of over-damped interaction during
the assisted guidance.
3.3 Space Variable Damping Controller
In order to enhance human-robot interaction during hands-
on robotic surgery, a variable damping controller varies the
viscosity characteristics of the manipulator with the
isotropic SV criterion, which is based on a priori knowledge
of the surgical targeting gesture. Assuming that the target
position is known in the robot base reference frame (xT ),
both the translational DP  and the rotational DR damping
matrixes will vary according to the distance between the
actual position x of the control point and the known
position of the target, so that higher damping is achieved
only in areas of the robot workspace where high positional
accuracy is required. A sigmoid spatial modulation is
considered and applied independently in each direction of
motion:
( )( ) ( ) TP PP P md e - -= + - + x xD D D D
1
1 b (7)
( )( ) ( ) TR RR R md e - -= + - + x xD D D D
1
1 b (8)
where D̅ P ,R and D¯P ,R are the lower and upper boundariesof the translational and rotational damping parameters,
respectively, m is a spatial threshold that defines the
isotropic area around the target in which the damping is
increased and β is a scalar parameter that defines the
damping rate of change of the sigmoid function.
3.4 Experimental Protocol
The SV damping modulation criterion of the proposed
controller was experimentally evaluated using the LWR4+
(Kuka, Augsburg, Germany), a seven-degrees-of-freedom
flexible joint manipulator with joint torque sensors, which
features 0.05mm repeatability (as per datasheet) and ≈1mm
accuracy [34]. The effectiveness of the proposed SV
damping controller was evaluated with respect to two
constant isotropic damping controllers:
• Gravity compensation (GC): DP  = D̅ P  =0Ns/m and DR =D̅ R =0Nms/rad, i.e., a constant under-damped interac‐tion; if the robot’s dynamics were ideally compensated,
the GC controller would allow the most transparent
interaction with the user;
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• Constant Optimal damping (CO): DP  = D¯P  =30Ns/m and
DR = D¯R =30Nms/rad, i.e., a constant over-damped
interaction; the robotic damping coefficient was com‐
puted to mimic the human arm damping effect
(DH = KH )[33], considering a mean human hand
stiffness equal to 900N/m, according to the stiffness
range defined in [31] during soft-normal-hard gripping.
The isotropic sigmoid spatial modulation (7)(8) of the SV
controller was applied, varying the damping between the
boundaries (D̅ P ,R and D¯P ,R) defined for the fixed parametercontrollers. The spatial parameters of the SV criterion were
heuristically determined during the repetitive execution of
targeting gestures, according to the qualitative considera‐
tions of an expert user. Once the area of interest around the
target was fixed (m equal to 50mm), the damping rate of
change was determined as the maximum slope that
guaranteed a perceived smooth dynamic modulation (β
equal to 50m-1). The above-mentioned control schemes
were implemented as modules of the Whole Body Control
library (Stanford) [35], i.e., a torque control framework with
hierarchical task prioritization [29]. The robotic system was
controlled in a real-time environment guaranteed by a
Xenomai patched kernel (www.xenomai.org) with wrap‐
per software modules implemented in the OROCOS and
ROS frameworks (www.orocos.org, www.ros.org). Torque
commands depending on the variable damping parameter
were computed at 200Hz and internally updated at 1KHz
from the LWR controller [28].
Figure 3. Experimental setup with the LWR4+ robot and the target
calibration board. The reference frames of the robot flange (RTF) and of the
tool central point (RFTCP) are also reported in RGB convention (red is x-axis,
green is y-axis and blue is z-axis).
A bespoke linear tool was mounted on the robot flange, as
shown in Figure 3. A reference frame with the origin
coincident, with the tip of the linear tool and the z-axis
coaxial with the tool’s principal axis (RFTCP), was defined
with respect to the flange reference frame (RFF) using a
pivoting procedure. Tests were performed on a calibration
board, mimicking the target approaching gestures of an
open-skull neurosurgical procedure. The board was
realized with a rapid prototyping machine (accuracy
0.5mm) and a 4x4 grid of 2cm equally spaced points was
realized on the surface, together with five 3mm diameter
calibration divots. The user’s motion intentions were
constrained to provide a ground truth for the evaluation of
the controllers’ performance: one of the grid points was
chosen as the intended target of the assisted gesture and its
position in the robot base reference frame xT  was computed
through a rigid registration procedure [36] on the board
divots (fiducial registration error [37] equal to 1.1mm).
Fifteen non-expert users were asked to perform 12 robotic
assisted targeting gestures towards the predefined target
on the calibration board, with each of the three GC, CO and
SV controllers in a randomized order. Users (11 right-
handed, four left-handed) were asked to use their domi‐
nant hand to perform the cooperative tasks. During each
trial, the initial joint positions of the manipulator were
varied randomly both in terms of the Cartesian pose RFTCP
(distance from target greater than 300mm) and the position
of the elbow, in order to evaluate the controllers in arbitrary
dynamic configurations.
3.5 Performance Indexes
During the randomized trials, the joint configurations, the
Cartesian pose of the TCP and the exerted Cartesian forces
estimated from the external joint torques (low pass filter
with cut-off frequency between 100-300Hz) were provided
by the internal KUKA controller (at 200Hz). The time
derivatives of the Cartesian TCP position, e.g., Cartesian
velocities, were computed with a best-fit first order
adaptive window recursive filter [38]. Based on this
information, the performances of the constant and variable
damping controllers were evaluated in terms of:
• target pointing error (ET), computed as the root mean
square distance between the actual TCP position and the
known calibrated target position evaluated at the end of
the motion (window equal to 0.5s);
• target approaching execution time (T), evaluated
starting from a 100mm distance from target to compen‐
sate for different initial path length;
• mean norm of the exerted Cartesian forces (Fmean) during
the cooperation, in order to quantify the transparency of
the system and thus the user’s efforts;
• maximum norm of the acceleration (Acc) computed at
the contact point during the cooperation, in order to
quantify the reaction capabilities of the system;
• zero crossing index (ZC), evaluated according to the
velocity measured at the TCP when the distance from the
target was less than 10mm, in order to quantify the
number of speed direction changes experienced while
approaching the target;
• motion smoothness (S), evaluated as the inverse of the
root mean square jerk, i.e., third derivative of the TCP
positions when approaching the target (distance from
the target less than 100mm).
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The mean behaviour of each user was evaluated during the
gesture execution with the GC, CO and SV controllers over
10 trials (the first and second trials were excluded in order
to account for user’s accommodation). For each user, the
median value and the first and third interquartile ranges
(IQR 25%; IQR 75%), as well as the mean and standard
deviations were computed over different trials, respective‐
ly, for the discrete ZC index and all other performance
indexes. A comparative analysis of the performance of the
GC, CO and SV controllers among different users was
carried out using the Friedman paired test and Bonferroni-
Holm correction (p<0.05).
4. Results
Evaluation of the performance indexes for the assisted
targeting gestures is reported in Figure 4. The target
pointing error (Figure 4a) of the CO and SV controllers
(mean value below 1.5 mm) is comparable to the experi‐
mental accuracy of the LWR4+ manipulator reported for
repetitive motions [34], while the accuracy of the GC
controller is significantly reduced (by almost 50%), result‐
ing in a mean target pointing error equal to 2.2mm. The
approaching execution time (Figure 4b) computed on the
last 100mm towards the target is comparable among all
three controllers (mean value around 6s). Figure 4c shows
that the mean norm of the exerted forces applied during the
cooperative interaction with the SV controller (mean value
equal to 2.6N) are greater than for the GC controller (mean
value equal to 1.2N) and reduced with respect to the CO
controller (mean value equal to 4.1N). As shown in Figure
4d, the accelerations allowed while cooperating with the SV
controller are comparable to those for the GC controller
(mean value greater than 1m/s2) and significantly higher
(around 50%) with respect to the CO controller (mean value
below 0.5 m/s2). At the same time, the trajectory smoothness
(Figure 4e) and the zero crossing index (Figure 4f) of the SV
controller are comparable to those of the CO controller
(respective mean smoothness greater than 0.8s3/m and
median direction changes equal to 4), and reduced by more
than 30% with respect to the GC controller (respective mean
smoothness below 0.6s3/m and median direction changes
equal to 6).
Figure 4. Evaluation of a) pointing accuracy (ET); b) target approaching execution time (T); c) mean norm of the exerted Cartesian force at the contact point
(Fmean); d) maximum norm of the acceleration at the contact point (Acc); e) motion smoothness (S); f) zero crossing (ZC) of the three controllers (GC,CO, SV)
among the randomized users’ group. Vertical bars represent mean and standard deviations for each population of the indexes (a)-(e) and median values and
quartiles (25% and 75%) for the population of index (f). Horizontal lines represent statistically significant differences, as determined by the Friedman paired
test (p<0.05) with the Bonferroni-Holm correction.
5. Discussion
A hands-on variable damping controller is presented to
enhance human-robot interaction during targeting ges‐
tures, particularly aimed at surgical applications. Based on
the assumption that the desired position at the end of the
assisted motion is known a priori, the space variable
criterion allows one to modulate the viscosity parameter of
the manipulator along the trajectory and thus to smoothly
vary the level of transparency and pointing accuracy of the
robotic system according to the target position. During
robotic surgical interventions, this assumption is usually
verified by the registration procedures that are performed
between the intra-operative space, the robot space and the
patient-specific image space [9,10], which localize the area
of intervention of the patient in the robot base reference
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frame. Nevertheless, during brain cortex stimulation in
open-skull neurosurgery [12], the stimulation site on the
exposed brain cortex is not known a priori in the pre-
operative phase or for changes occurring during the
procedure, depending on the surgeon’s stimulation
intentions. In this context, a possible application scenario
of the SV controller is proposed for brain cortex stimulation
procedures, where the surgeon/user is able to configure the
damping field of the SV criterion online, based on his/her
actual motion intention using an image-guided navigation
system.
Figure 5. Qualitative feasibility study for applying the SV approach for brain cortex stimulation procedures in neurosurgery: left) the brain phantom was fixed
with respect to the robot’s base and registered to the preoperative images with a correspondent point registration procedure on four gadolinium markers
(G1-4); right) navigation of the surgical tool (grey cylinder) on the 3D model of the brain phantom and the GUI implemented to interactively set the damping
field (yellow sphere represents the spatial threshold m of the sigmoid) and for acquiring the stimulation points (red dots) during the cooperative procedure.
Thanks to the dynamic modulation provided by the SV
controller, an area of surgical interest – including multiple
indented stimulation sites – can be defined within a single
damping  field.  A  qualitative  feasibility  study  was
performed  on  a  brain  phantom,  the  specific  MRI-CT
images of which were processed and segmented to build
the 3D model of the brain surface in the open-source 3D
Slicer software (http://www.slicer.org) [39]. As shown in
Figure 5,  a custom-made graphical  user interface (GUI)
was used to acquire the position of the intended surgi‐
cal target online, computed as a point 5cm away along
the z-axis from the current TCP pose; the damping field
was then set accordingly.
The SV controller isotropically varies both the translational
and rotational damping parameters of the manipulator
within a predefined range of values. The user’s hand is
hypothesized to behave as a spring-damper system with
time-variable dynamic parameters [31]. Thus, it is realistic
to assume that the damping characteristics of the hand are
adapted by the user to ensure passivity of the coupled
system in relation to the applied human stiffness.
The effectiveness of the proposed SV controller was
experimentally evaluated on a pool of 15 non-expert users
with respect to both gravity compensation (0Ns/m, 0Nms/
rad) and constant optimal (30Ns/m, 30Nms/rad) damping
controllers, the transparency and pointing accuracy of
which are maximized, respectively. The experimental tests
were performed using a registered calibration board, on
which the surgical target was defined and visible to the
users, thus constraining the user’s pointing intention to be
considered as the motion ground truth. The presented
protocol is the first necessary step for evaluating the
performance of the proposed controller under laboratory
conditions.
Experimental results showed that the performance of the
proposed controller combined the positive features of an
optimal damping controller, i.e., high pointing accuracy
(mean target localization error of approximately 1.5mm)
and intuitive convergence to the target (the direction
changes are reduced by a factor of 30% with respect to the
constant under-damped scenario), and of the gravity
compensation controller, i.e., high reaction capabilities
(acceleration increased by more than 30% with respect to
the constant over-damped scenario). Although reduced
with respect to the GC controller, the transparency of the
system with the SV controller (mean exerted force below
3N) is increased by 40% with respect to the CO controller.
Thus, the SV controller allows for reducing the user’s
efforts without affecting the performance of accuracy and
execution time, which are crucial aspects for the clinical
acceptability of the system. It has to be noted that no
substantial improvement of the execution time index was
shown on the final segment of the guidance trajectory
(100mm distance from target), but a significant reduction
with respect to the CO controller is nonetheless expected
on longer paths, e.g., motions from/to the resting configu‐
ration of the manipulator. The smoothness of the assisted
trajectory (mean jerk below 1m/s3) is guaranteed for all
three controllers. Moreover, the experimental validation
demonstrates the reliability of the SV controller with
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respect to the non-ideality of the dynamic model-based
torque controller and to the time-varying human interac‐
tion during the cooperation.
So as to be applied to a redundant manipulator, the SV
control approach was defined in the framework of the
hierarchical task prioritization [35] and combined with a
posture damping strategy to control the position of the
robotic elbow during the assisted cooperation. The inves‐
tigation of the potential benefits derived from different
null-space control strategies, e.g., the minimization of the
residual robot inertia, was not the focus of this work and
will be addressed in the future.
6. Conclusion
This paper outlines the development of a space variable
controller that was shown to be suitable for cooperative
surgical tasks that require different levels of positional
accuracy in the operating field, such as targeting gestures
during brain cortex stimulation in open-skull neurosurgery
[12]. Enhanced performance was demonstrated via com‐
parison to a number of fixed parameter controllers, where
reaching tasks under laboratory conditions resulted in
reduced targeting errors and decreased user effort. Future
work will address enhancement of the hands-on controller,
which combines the SV criterion with other human-like
adaptation criteria, both for free-motion guidance and for
soft tissue interaction. Additionally, performance evalua‐
tion will be carried out with a pool of expert surgeons on
brain-mimicking phantoms to specifically assess the
effectiveness of the proposed SV controller for brain cortex
stimulation procedures during robotic neurosurgery.
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